
The SGC Winter Gardeners’ 

 Movie Series 
Welcome to our gardeners’ winter movie series featuring a deeply moving true story, an amazing 

documentary, and a delightful royal garden tour with Prince Charles and Alan Titchon.   

The movie series invites members and guests to watch a movie together or on their own and meet 

for cocktails to discuss it.  

HOW IT WORKS:  

Once you register, we will send you a zoom link so we can watch it together on a Tuesday night’s 

“Pajama Party Watch” starting at 6:30 p.m. and/or join us for the “Movie Sass and Cocktails” at 5 

p.m. the following Sunday. (We are offering the discussion of the movie separately so what we saw 

has time to percolate before we come together.) 

You can also watch the movie on your own (Prime or YouTube) or skip it completely. Doesn’t 

matter! You are always welcome to the “Movie Sass and Cocktails” on Sunday at 5 p.m. (Same zoom 

link.)  

Add a little joy to these cold days and nights!! 

SGC Members Free, Guests $5  

To register or more information, send a request to: spfldgardenclub@gmail 

________________________________________________________________________ 

  



The SGC Winter Gardeners’ 

 Movie Series 

 

JANUARY MOVIE - Dare to be Wild 

Pajama Party Watch:  

Tuesday, January 26 at 6:30 p.m. by Zoom or (on your own through Prime or other services at any 

time) 

 

 

Cocktail Party Discussion: 

January 31 at 5:00 p.m. by Zoom 

 

A romantic adventure based on the true story of 

Mary Reynolds, a modern-day heroine, and 

environmentalist Christy Collard, whose shared 

passion for the wild takes them from the green 

hills of Ireland to arid Ethiopia and then to 

London's Chelsea Flower Show as they reach for 

their dreams, one garden, one vast desert at a 

time. 

This film is an ode to the dreamers among us. It’s 

also an ode to nature. Dare to Be Wild is a lesson in 

organic storytelling and in how not to let a setback 

crush the spirit of a character. Mary determines 

she’s going to press forward with her dreams no 

matter what, and it’s a lovely journey to walk with 

her. 1 hour 40 minutes 

 
Add a little joy to these cold days and nights!! 

SGC Members Free, Guests $5  

To register or more information, send a request to: spfldgardenclub@gmail 



 

The SGC Winter Gardeners’ 

 Movie Series 

 

FEBUARY MOVIE – The Gardener 

Pajama Party Watch Date:  

Tuesday, February 23 at 6:30 p.m.  

by Zoom or (on your own through Prime or other services at any time) 

 

Cocktail Party Discussion:  

Sunday, February 28 from 5 p.m. by Zoom 

The Gardener is a film that reflects upon the 

meaning of gardening and its impact on our 

lives.  Shortly before his passing at the age of 86, 

influential gardener and plantsman Frank Cabot 

recounts his personal quest for perfection at Les 

Quatre Vents, his twenty-acre English style garden 

and summer estate that was opened to a film crew 

for the first time ever in 2009. Nestled amongst the 

rolling hills of the Charlevoix County in Quebec, Les 

Quatre Vents has become one of the world’s 

foremost private gardens. Created over 75 years and 

three generations, it is an enchanted place of beauty 

and surprise, a horticultural masterpiece of the 21st 

century. Through the words of Cabot and his family, 

and with the participation of gardening experts and 

writers, the film looks back at this remarkable man's 

personal story and the artistic philosophy that gave 

birth to one of the greatest gardens in the 

world. One hour, 24 minutes; directed by Sébastien 

Chabot 

Add a little joy to these cold days and nights!! 

SGC Members Free, Guests $5  

To register or more information, send a request to: spfldgardenclub@gmail 

  



 

The SGC Winter Gardeners’ 

 Movie Series 

 

MARCH MOVIE - Highgrove: Alan Meets Prince 

Charles  

Pajama Party Watch:  

Tuesday, March 23 at 6:30 p.m.  

by Zoom or (on your own through YouTube anytime) 

 

Cocktail Party Discussion: 

Sunday, March 28 at 5 p.m. by Zoom 

Highgrove: Alan Meets Prince Charles – 1 hour 

The Prince of Wales takes Alan 

Tichmarsh on a tour of Highgrove 

House – his own personal retreat and 

family home. Prince Charles gives a 

remarkably informal and candid 

interview about the outlet for his 

gardening aspirations, offering a rare 

insight into a royal passion. The 

Highgrove estate has become 

synonymous with all things organic, 

and Alan finds out from the Head 

Gardener Debs Goodenough and her 

team what inspired the beliefs of the 

most hands-on royal gardener in 

history. The video tour celebrated 30 

years of royal gardening at the estate, 

and the documentary features excerpts from performance of the Highgrove Suite, commissioned by 

his Royal highness and composed by Patrick Hawes. 1 hour. Created by the BB 

 

Add a little joy to these cold days and nights!! 

SGC Members Free, Guests $5                 To register or more information, send a request to: 

spfldgardenclub@gmail 



 


